Publications
renewal for mission in the power of the Holy Spirit

ReSource publishes books, courses, booklets and a termly magazine on topics of key interest for ministry
today, and a selection of our more recent publications is shown below. All of these, and others, can be
ordered from our website at www.resource-arm.net. Some can be previewed on Google Books, and there is
additional information and in some cases pdf flyers on our publications page.
All our course materials carry the option of tailored support from members of the ReSource team – do contact
us if you would like to know more.
BOOKS
Word on the Wind : renewing confidence in the gospel – Alison Morgan
A sequel to The Wild Gospel, with a foreword by Rowan Williams and an introduction by Martin
Cavender. “A hugely important book. Encouraging, uplifting and inspiring, it offers a vision of how each
one of us can regain and maintain our confidence in the Gospel” – Dr Paula Gooder
£10

Doing what Jesus Did : a fresh look at the gifts of the Spirit - Alison Morgan. Fully illustrated
with plenty of real life stories and testimonies, this is a welcome, readable and original introduction to a
key topic about which little has been written in recent years. It includes a Bible study for use in small
groups.
£5

The Wild Gospel : bringing truth to life - Alison Morgan. Now in its third printing, The Wild Gospel
offers a riveting account of the ministry of Jesus, and a prophetic challenge to the church today. Full of
real life stories, it makes a fascinating read. "There is no more important issue facing the church today
than understanding our culture and how we respond to it - a wonderful tool. This book is a must!" Laurence Singlehurst.
£10

COURSES
Beautiful Lives : sharing our faith with friends and neighbours – Roger Morgan
An 8 session group course which helps church members develop the confidence to share their faith
naturally and effectively with friends, family, colleagues and neighbours. Support for those using this
course is available from ReSource.
Pack of 1 leader’s manual and 10 members’ booklets £30. Also available separately.

In His Name : a training course for healing prayer teams – Alison Morgan & John Woolmer
By Alison Morgan & John Woolmer: “Far and away the most balanced, informed, practical guide for
church healing teams. The course is interactive, beautifully written and has been tested over ten years.
Simply invaluable” - Michael Green. Support for those using this course is available from ReSource.
Pack of 1 leader’s manual and 10 course member’s booklets £40. Also available separately.

Season of Renewal : a Lent course – Alison Morgan & Bill Goodman
Combining traditional elements with a fresh approach, it is ideal for groups and churches who want
something a little different which will act as a stimulus for future growth.
Pack of 1 Leader's manual & 10 member's booklets £25. Also available separately.

Beyond Ourselves : a course which explores the wider meaning of our lives – Roger Morgan &
Anita Benson
The first volume of a new 3 part discipleship programme designed for small groups. Based on discussion,
the course is both practical and highly interactive. Vol 1 is designed for those who are not yet Christians
or who wish to explore the basic elements of their faith. Vol 2 will be entitled The New Community and
vol 3 Shining Like Stars, and will include a specially commissioned worship CD from Phil Lawson Johnston

BOOKLETS

A series of short, illustrated booklets on key topics:
No 12 : Decision : an explanation of what is involved in becoming a Christian – Roger
Morgan – a new, reader friendly booklet designed for those who are thinking of making a step of
commitment. Ideal for use with Alpha or in the context of parish missions and outreach events. £2
each or 10 for £10

No 11: Stay Evangelism : how to reach the people next door – Roger Morgan. An illustrated
booklet written to encourage ordinary Christians to develop a transparent and friendly lifestyle which
makes it possible to share their faith unthreateningly and in a servant-hearted way with others.£3

Renewal - what is it and what is it for? – Alison Morgan £3 (Grove booklet)

No 10 : Fasting : the forgotten gift, the neglected discipline – Keith Powell £2
No 9 :The Word of God : what does it mean? – Alison Morgan £3
No 8 : Better Together – renewal of the PCC - £2
No 7: Who do you say that I am? The Unexpected Jesus – Alison Morgan £2
No 6: Knowing God's Love : a personal meditation – Alison Morgan £2
No 5: Prayer Ministry: preparing for your prayer ministry appointment – Alison Morgan £2
No 4 : Praying with Creation – Alison Morgan £2
No 3 : New in Christ : resources for personal renewal – Alison Morgan £2
No 2 : Growing Healthy Churches - £1
No 1 : Renewal in scripture - Alison Morgan £2
Praying for Mission – a short office for personal or group use - £1

MAGAZINE
ReSource magazine is edited by Christine Zwart and published three times a year. Each issue follows a
particular theme, and our aim is that the magazine should be a resource in itself. We engage with the
major spiritual issues facing the church today, carrying articles by experienced writers and ministers
both from within the ReSource team and from those with whom we work. Each issue also contains
testimony, Bible study, book reviews, news and helpful links.
£12 for a year’s subscription.
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